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Topic description   

The goal of this project is to pave the way towards the application of quantum simulations using 
NISQ devices for large scale problems relevant for chemical and pharmaceutical industries. This can 
be achieved using multi-scale approaches where a small part of the system is treated quantum 
mechanically, while the rest of the system is approximated classically. In order to harness the 
potential of emerging NISQ devices for these large-scale problems the most relevant degrees of 
freedom for a given process have to be identified. Currently, so-called QM/MM (quantum / classical 
molecular mechanics) open source packages provide industry-friendly solutions, however with no 
automation of the choice of QM treatment. The main goal of this project is to devise automation 
strategies for the selection of the degrees of freedom treated quantum mechanically tailored 
towards the capabilities of NISQ devices. To this end typical problems, such as proton transfer 
through lipid bi-layers or the so-called “molecular docking problem” relevant for drug design will be 
analyzed and software tools for the automated choice of the “quantum” degrees of freedom 
implemented. As part of this project two secondments are planned: Three months at BASF to get 
insight into quantum chemistry approaches in industrial material development. Three months at 
IBM in order to strengthen the connection to implementations on a quantum computer. 

Recommended applicant’s profile   

The successful applicant will have a Master’s degree in Chemistry, Physics or a related field with 

focus on numerical simulations. The research topic sits at the interface of classical soft matter 
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Mentor: The primary role of the mentors will be to identify and facilitate specific training objectives, advise on any problems faced by the 

ESR, including career matters with an external perspective and provide mediation in the case of disputes. 
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simulation and electronic structure methods (e. g., molecular dynamics, DFT, HF, wave function 

methods, ...), modern machine-learning approaches (e. g., training of models for inter-atomic 

potentials) and quantum computing (variational algorithms on NISQ devices), so prior experience in 

at least one of these areas is a plus. Since the project will involve developing software tools for 

addressing research problems, programming experience (preferably in Python) and software 

development tools (e. g., git) is highly desired. Finally, enthusiasm about working with a group of 

highly motivated people in the dynamic environment of a young start-up and the drive to actively 

shape the future of quantum simulations is expected. 

 


